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Abstract. In this pa.per the question oe the connecteclness oe the Juli~set for r~
tional functions isconsidered. A criterion for connectedness motiva.ted by Newton's

method for polynomia.ls is proved a.nd discussed in particular for cubic polynomials.
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1. Introduction. Since Cayley [5], the question on the behavior of Newton's

iteration for finding zeros of polynomials has motivated the investigation of the

dynamics of recursive structures.

In particulax Julis. [11] and Fatou [7] established their theory on the iteration

of rational functions, which became of interest agam in recent years. Displayed

on a computer screen, the complex dynamies may contribute to motivate new

theoretical investigations.

In fad, the graphical representation of Newton's method for ploynomialsby Curry,

Garnett, Sullivan [6], Peitgen, Saupe, v. Haeseler [16J and Benzinger, Bums,

Palmore [1] has been the staxting point to examine the question whether all com-

ponents of the appearing Fatou-set are simply-connected or even whether the
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Julia-set is connected. This paper tries to analyze the mechanisms wbich seem

to underlie these graphics. After a short recapitulation of elementary results on

iterating rational functions, a criterion (Theorem 2) for the connectedness of the

Julia-set is developed in section 3. The conditions in tbis criterion are conjectured

to be met by the Newton-iteration for almost all polynomials. In section 4 the lat

ter is discussed for polynomials of degree 3. All results in section 3 are generally

applicable to rational functions, and don't need the special structure of Newton's

method.

2. Reeapitulation of elementary results.

In the following fC* :=fCU{oo} stands for the Riemann-sphere. A rational nmction

R may be regarded as a mapping from (jJ* to (f)* by means of continuous extension.

So, a rational function R: (jJ* -+ (fJ* is a holomorphic mapping of the Riemanman

surface (jJ* into itself [8J.

The symbol an denotes the n-fold composition R 0 R 0 ... 0 R and the forward

orbit of a set A ~ (j;* related to R is defined by

Now, a short summary of definitions and results of the iteration theoiy for rational

functions, which will be used later, ia given. Ma.ny of these results originate from

Julia [11] and Fatou [7J.

For a rational function R:(f)* -+(f)* the Fatou-set F(R) is defined to be the set

of all points z E (jJ* for which there is a neighbourhood U of z where (Rn lU )nER

forms anormal family. We remark that normality refers to compactness. In fact,
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a family Fof holomorphic functions is caJIed normal if it is relatively compact in

a certain function space where convergence is equal to the common local uniform

convergence with respect to the chordal metric.

The complement of F(R) is called the Julia-set J(R). Let a E(f;* be a fixed-point

of R; notation: a E Fix(R). Then, if a E(f;, the fixed-point is called

attractive if IR' (a)1 < 1,

neutral if IR'(a)1 = 1,

and repelling if IR' (a)1 > 1.

In case a = 00, we are dealing with an attractive (neutral or repelling) fixed-

point, if zero is an attractive (neutral or repelling) fixed-point for the continuous

extension of z 1-4 R~~) to (f;*.

If a is an attractive fixed-point, the set

A(a) := {z E(f;*llim (Rn(z» = a}n-oo .

is called the basin of attraction of a, and the component of A(a) which contains

ais caJled the immediate basin of attraction A*(a) of a.

With these definitions the following Lemma holds. For details we reier to

Blanchard [2] and Brolin [4J.

LEMMA 1. Let R: (f;* -+ (f;* be a rational function with deg(R) > 2 and let

a E Fix(R). Then

(1) J(R) f; 0 and J(R) is perfect

(2) There is a set E ~ F(R), card(E) < 2, such that for each z E J(R) and

every neighbourhood U of z we have
00

(f;* \ URn(U) ~ E
n=l
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(3) If ais attractive, then

a) A(a) ~ F(R) is open

b) J(R) = aA(a)

c) R(A(a» = A(a) = R-l(A(a»

(4) If ais repelling, tben a E J(R).

(5) R(J(R» = J(R) = R-1(J(R»

(6) If €X is attractive, then there is a critica1point c oER (i.e. RW isn't injective

in any neighbourhood U oEc) witb cE A*(a) and

a) A*(a) is either simply-connected or oEin1ini.te connectivity

b) A*(a) is a component oER-l(A*(a».

3. A criterion for the connectedness of the Julia-set.

We start with some fundamental properties of rational functions.

LEMMA 2. Let R: ([J*~([J* be a non-constant ration.al function and let 0 '# G ~ ([J*

be a region.

Then there is a kEIN as weIl as GI, ... , Gk ~ ([J*whicb are non-empty and

mutually disjoint regions, such tbat tbe EollowingboIds:
k

(1) R-l(G) = UGv and R(Gv) = G for 811v E {1, ... , k}.
,,=1

k

(2) R-1(aG) = aR-leG) == U aGv and R(8Gv) = {jG fOT a/l v E {I, ... ,k}.
,,=1

(3) If G is simp1y-connected and if RIG" is Iocally injective for some

v. E {I, ... ,k}, then RIG,,: G" -+ Gis a bomeomorphism.

Remark. The proof of Lemma 2 follows !rom elementary considerations on pro-

per, holomorphic mappings. Note that the sets GI, ... ,Gk are precisely the com-
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ponents of the open set R-I(G).

THEOREM 1. Let R: (1)*-+ (1)*be a non-constant, rational function, let nEIN

and GI, ... , Gn cq;* non-empty and mutually disjoint regions. For m E 1N put

m

:Fm := U{A C(1)*IA is a component of(RK)-I(G,,) for some V E {I, ... ,n}}
n=1

00

and F:= U :Fm. Suppose tbat tbe following conditions bold:
m=1

(1) Gu E :F1 for ea.cb V E {I, ... ,n}

(2) Eacb A E:F is simply-connected.
n

(3) U aG" is connected.
,,=1

(4) For each A E:F1 tbere is a Vo E {I, ... , n}, such that

aA n BGlIo =I 0

Tben U BA is connected.
AE:F

Remark. Note that a region in (1)*is simply-connected iff its boundary is connec-

ted [15}. With respect to (1) and (2) the sets aGlI are in particular connected for
n

V E {I, ... , n}. So, condition (3) holds for example if naGv =/:. 0.
,,=1

Proof of Theorem 1. For m E 1N put I:.m:= U BA. First we show by
AE:Fm

n

induction that .cm is connected for all mEIN. Define M := U aGv, then it
11=1

follows from (4) that aA n M =I 0 for each A E :F1• Since every A E :F1 18

simply-connected, aA is connected [15J and consequently

I:.} = U aA = M U ( U BA)
AEFl AE:F1
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is connected, too. Now let mEIN and let L,m be connected. Due to the definition

of :Fm, for ea.chA E :Fm+1\:F m there is a f.L E {I, ... ,n} such that A is a component

of (Rm+l )-l(G,.). So, the set Rm(A) is also a component of R-l(G,.) and because

of (4) we can choose pE 8Rm(A) n8G."o for some Vo E {I, ... ,n}. Because ofthe

That means, there is a pE BA such that Rm(p) =pE 8G."o' Hence by Lemma 2

we have

Consequently, there is a component B of (Rm)-l(Gvo) such that 8A n8B f:. 0.

Especially we get 8A n.cm f:. 0. Because of (2), the set 8A is connected and since

L,m is connected too, tros is also true for the set

L,m U ( U BA) = U BA = L,m+l.
AEFm+l \Fm AEFm+l

This finally shows, ihat L,m is connected for all m E JN. Since L,m C L,m+1 for

mEIN, we get:
00

U 8A = U L,m is connected
AEF m=l

•
As a corollary we obtain:

THEOREM 2. Let R: (j)* ----+ (j)* be a rational function, deg(R) > 2, let

nEIN, al, ... ,an E(j}*pairwise distinct, attractive fixed-points oERand suppose
n

(1) U 8A*(av) is connected.
1'=1
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n

(2) Eacb component of U A( a) is simply-connected.
zr=l

n

(3) Foreacb component A of U R-l(A*(a,.,» there is a Vo E {I, ... ,n} such
u=1

that

Then J(R) is connected.

Proof. For mEIN' we put
m

:Fm:= U {A Cq;*IA is a component of (RK)-l(A*(a,.,» for avE {I, ... , n}}
K=1

~ n

and F:= U Fm. Obviously, F describes the set of all components of U A(av).
m=l ,.,=1

Since A*(au) is a component of R-l(A*(all» for-v E 1, ... ,n}, the conditions of

Theorem 1 are fulfilled. So, we conclude the connectedness of U BA. It remains
AeF

to prove that J(R) = U BA, which gives the connectedness of J(R).
AeF

For x E U BA there is a mEIN and a Vo E {I, ... , n} such that
AeF

Rm(x) E 8A*(auo) ~ J(R) holds.

Since J(R) = R-l(-J(R» we get x E J(R) and consequently

U BA ~ J(R).
AeF

The dosedness of J(R) then implies U BA ~ J(R). Now, let x E J(R) and let
AEF

U be a region with x EU. Then we know !rom section 2 by Lemma 1:
~

BA*(al) ~ U RlI(U)
v=l

Especially, there is a Vo E IN' such that RUo(U) nBA*(ad #- 0. Since RUo(U) is

open, there exists Zo with

,..,
I
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Choose A E F"o with Zo E A. Then Lemma 2 implies

Now we have U n öA =f:. 0, because it would follow

U = (U n A) u (U n «(jJ* \ A»

otherwise. But then the connectedness of U and zoE U nA yields U ~ A. So, we

for each region U with x E U there IS an A E F such that U n öA =f:. 0. So we

have x E U öA and consequently we obtain J(R) ~ U öA. This completes the
AE.1" AE.1"

proof. I
Before applying the above theorem to Newton's method, a helpful critenon for

later applications is given. It is a condition which guarantees that assumption (2)

of Theorem 2 is fulfilled.

LEMMA 3. Let R: (jJ* -+(jJ* be a. non-constant, rational function and let a E(jJ* be

an attractive f1xed-point oi R. Furthermore, let C be the set of all critical points

of R and suppose

(1) A *(a) is simply-connected

(2) C nA(a) = C nA*(a).

Tben, aJl components of A( a) are simply-connected.

Proof. For mEIN we put now

m

Fm:= U{A ~a:*IA is a component of (RII:)-1(A*(a»)}
11:=1
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00

and:F:= U :Fm. As noticed before, :F i8 theset of all compOnent8 of A(a).
m=l

Then wehave to show, that for each mEIN all A E :Fm are simply-connected.

This i8 done by induction. Suppose A E :F1• H A = A*(a), there i5 nothing left

to be shown. So let A E:F1 \ {A*(a)}. Then according to (2) we have An C = 0,

and RIA i8 locally injective. From Lemma 2 we get:

RIA: A -+ A'" (a) i8 a homeomorphism

Then, because of condition (1) the set A is simply-connected, too.

Let mEIN and suppose that each A E:Fm is simply-connected. Thus we con8ider

A E :Fm+l \Fm. So we have A =1= A*(a) and again we get AnC = 0. Since A is a

component of(Rm+l)-l(A*(a», the set R(A) is a component of(Rm)-l(A*(o:»,

which i8 simply-connected. So, it follows again from Lemma 2 that A and R(A)

are homeomorphic, and hence, A 1S simply-connected, too. I

4. An application to Newton's method for polynomials.

First of all, we want to combine known properties of Newton's method for poly-

nomials. Hp: (fJ ~ (iJ is a non-constant polynomial, let Np: (iJ* -+(iJ* the continuous

extension of the mapping

Z t-+ Z _ p(z)
P'(z)

(z E(iJ \ (p')-l( {O}»

to (fJ* . The rational function Np induced by the ploynomial p 1S called the

Newton-iteration-mapping of p. From elementary calculus we have:

(2) Ha E(iJ i8 a zero of order mEIN of p, then
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(3) 00 is a repeiIing fixed-point of Np.

(5) The set C of all critical points oi Np is described by:

C = {a Eq; Ip(a) = 0 1\p'(a) #= O} U (plf)-l( {O})

For an application of Theorem 2 we have to know under what condition the com-

ponents of A(a) with a E p-l({O}), are simply-connected.

In case C n A*(a) = {al and N;(a) #= 0, there exists a bijective, holomorphic

function cp: B(O, 1) -+ A *(a) such that

The latter result is an extension oi a local statement of Boettcher [3J, which can

be established because of the fact that C n A*(a) = {a}. The proof is quite the

same as the proof of Theorem 9.5 in Blanchard [2] and uses the theory of ramified

coverings.

Under the assumption (*), both v. Haeseler [9] and Pommerenke [18J showed,

that the radial limit a:= lim cp(r) exists and that the point a is a repellingT-l
rE(-l,l)

fixed-point of the iterated function. According to (1)-(3) this point has to be 00

In case O+(C) n vA*(a) = 0, v. Haeseler [9] was able to show that cpcan be

extended continuously to 4>:B(0,1) -+ A*(a). The Iatter extension q>ia even a

homeomorphism provided, that there exists a component A of (C* \ A *(a) with

00 E vA and

card(N;l({W}) nA*(a» < 2 for all w E oA*(a).
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Using trus, the dynamics of Np on 8A*(a) can be described by the dynamies of

Z l-+ z2 on aB(O, 1) and because of

00

aB(O, 1) = U {z E 8B(O,1)lz2n ::::::I}
n=l

we also have
00

aA*(a) = U{z E 8A*(a)IN;(z) = co}.
n=l

As a resume we have:

LEMMA 4. Let p:@ -+(c be a polynomial and let C be tbe set of811 critical points

a) C n A*(a) = {al

Tben tbere is a "bijective, bolomorpm.c function c.p: B(O, 1) -+ A*(a) with

i) (<p-l 0 Np 0 <p)(z) = Z2 for all z E B(O,l)

ii) !im <p( r) = co.
r-+l

rE( -1,1)

Iftbereis a compoilent A of@*\A*(a) witb 00 E BA and ifO+(C)n8A*(a) = 0

as weIl as

card(N;l({W}) nA*(a» < 2 for all w E8A*(a),

tben tbere is a bomeomorpmsm ip: B(O,l) -+ A*(a) witb ipIB(O,l) = t.p and we

bave
00

8A*(a) = U {z E BA*(a)IN;(z) = co}.
n=l

Now, al1 preparations for the application of Theorem 2 to Newton's method for

polynomials of degree 3 are made and we get:
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THEOREM 3. Let p: f/J -+ f/J be a cubic polynomial and let C be tbe set of al1

critical points of Np. Suppose

(+) O+(C) n U 8A*(a) = 0.
aEp-l({O})

Tben J(Np) is connected.

Proof. We distinguish three cases:

{{ase a): Suppose that p has the pairwise distinct zeros ab a2, a3 E f/J. Then we

have fot j E {1,2,3}:

Since deg(p") = 1, there is one and only one ß E (P")-l( {On and it follows that:

Thus there are two zeros ofp, without 108Sof generality al and a2, satisfying:

Especially, we mayassume rI'(aj) =f:. 0 for j E {1,2} and therefore N;(aj) =f:. 0 for

j E {1,2}. Lemma 4 yields:

A*(al) and A*(a2) are simply-connected

Consequently, we have by (1) and Lemma 3:

Ea.ch component of A( al ) U A( (2) is simply-connected, and smce

8A*(al) n 8A*(a2) =f:. 0 the set 8A*(al) U 8A*(a2) is connected. The ratio-

na! function Np takes the va!ue 00 exactly three times (counting mu1tiplicities).
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Consequently, both a1 and a2 are taken exactly three times (c.m.). Since for

j E {1,2} the map Np takes the value aj excatly twice in aj, there is precisely

According to Lemma 4, it follows for z E A*(aj) with Np(z) = aj that z :::::aj.

So, we conclude that.aj rt A*(aj) and besides A*(aj) there exists precisely one

In case 8Ajo nvA*( ajo) ::f:. 0 for some jo E {1,2} the proposition follows immedia-

tely !rom Theorem 2. So from now on Weassume for j E {I, 2}:

(2) GAj n vA*( O:j)= 0

Since each value of (jJ* is taken by Np exactly three times (c.m.), it follows !rom

(2) and Lemma 2 for jE {1,2} and w E 8A*(aj):

So a11of the conditions of Lemma 4 are fulfilled and we obtain:

00

(3) vA*(a2) = U{z E 8A*(a2)IN;(z) = co}
n=1

Now, suppose that the following indusion holds:

00

(*) U {z EvA*(a2)IN;(z) = co} C 8A*(aJ)
n=1

Then !rom (3) it follows:

Lemnia 4 shows, that vA*((1) is the homeomorphic image of the unit drcle SI.

Hence, it follows from Jordans' theorem that (jJ* \A*(al) is a simply-connected re-
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get

But the latter is a contradiction to A*(O:a) -# 0. Consequently assumption (*) is

false and hence, there is an nEiN, such that

It shouId be nöticed, that the latter argumentation needs essentially the connec

tedness of (fJ* \ A*( 0:1) which follows in particular from Jordan'!) theorem. In gene

ral there are simply-connected regions GI, Gz C(fJ* with GI nG2 = 0, aOI = oGz

and GI -#(JJ* \ G2, c.f. [12], [14].

Now let no E IN be minimal having property (4). Then there is a point

Zo E 8A*(o:zl\ oA*(al) with N;O(zo) = 00 and Np(zo) E oA*(al) n aA*(az).

Let A be the component of Np-1(A*(0:1» with Zo E GA. Since .Zo r;. oA*(ad, we

get A #- A*(o:I) and thus A = Al, Because of the fact that Zo E 8A*(az) we now

conc1ude

In the same way we get 8Az n aA*(O:l) -# 0, such that all conditions of Theorem

2 are established. Hence, J(Np) is connected.

Q~e b): Suppose that p has a simple root o:} E(fJ, as weil as a zero ofmultiplicity

two, sayaz E(fJ. Then N~(O:I)= 0, but N;(o:z) = l. Onee again, there is one and

only öne ß E (p")-1( {O}), such that we have: C = {o:}, ß}

Since 0:2 is an attractive fixed-point we necessarily obtain ß E A*(az) from

Lemma 1,(6). Hence we get: C nA*(al) = {al}
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Agam, we have pli (0;1) -.:J: 0 and consequently N;(0;1) -.:J: O. Lemma 4 now shows

that A*(a1) must be simply-connected. Now, Np takes the value 00 exad;}y twice

(c.m.), hence the value al is taken exactly twice, as wen. Since this is already

true at the point 0;1, the set A*(al) is the only component of A(al) that is

A(al) = A*(O:l)' Bec~use A*(O:l) is simply-connected, we obtain that J(Np) =

Case c): Suppose that p has a zero a EtC of multiplicity three. Then we have :

for all z EQ]

So we get A(o:) =fC and J(Np) = {oo}. This completes the proof. I

Remarks.

a) The condition (+) seems to be fulfilled for almost all cubic polynomials. This

is suggested by the computer study of Curry, Garnett and Sullivan [6].

b) From the connectedness of J( Np) we especially conclude, that all components

of F(Np) are simply-connected. In particular, there are no so called Herma.n.-

rings (c.f. Blanchaxd [2]) and each immediate basin of attraction has to be

simply-connected. Moreover, if 0: is an attractive period cycle (i.e. there

is a kEIN such that a is an attractive fixed-point of N;), the immediate

basin of attraction with respect to N; is a component of F(Np)' So, it has

to be simply-connected and with the aid of Riemann's mapping theorem the

dynamics of N; on trus immediate basin is conjugated to the dynamics of a

Blaschke product of finite order {9].
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